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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a realistic and meaningful scenario in the context of smart
grids where an electricity retailer serves three different types of customers, i.e., cus-
tomers with an optimal home energy management system embedded in their smart
meters (C-HEMS), customers with only smart meters (C-SM), and customers without
smart meters (C-NONE). The main objective of this paper is to support the retailer to
make optimal day-ahead dynamic pricing decisions in such a mixed customer pool. To
this end, we propose a two-level decision-making framework where the retailer act-
ing as upper-level agent firstly announces its electricity prices of next 24 hours and
customers acting as lower-level agents subsequently schedule their energy usages ac-
cordingly. For the lower level problem, we model the price responsiveness of different
customers according to their unique characteristics. For the upper level problem, we
optimize the dynamic prices for the retailer to maximize its profit subject to realistic
market constraints. The above two-level model is tackled by genetic algorithms (GA)
based distributed optimization methods while its feasibility and effectiveness are con-
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firmed via simulation results.
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1. Introduction
With the large-scale deployment of smart meters and two-way communication in-
frastructures, dynamic pricing based demand response and demand-side management
programs [37] [12] have attracted enormous attentions from both academia and indus-
try and are expected to bring great benefits to the whole power system. For dynamic
pricing, price changes between different time segments. Real-time pricing (RTP), time-
of-use pricing (ToU) and critical-peak pricing (CPP) are commonly used dynamic pric-
ing strategies [20]. There are emerging studies on how to design optimal dynamic pric-
ing strategies within the last decade. For instance, a residential implementation of CPP
was investigated in [18] and an optimal ToU pricing for residential load control was
proposed in [10]. An optimal RTP algorithm based on utility maximization for smart
grid was proposed in [36]. More recently, a game theory based dynamic pricing method
for demand-side management was proposed in [39] where different pricing strategies
such as RTP and ToU are evaluated for the residential and commercial sectors.
Many existing studies on dynamic pricing based demand response and demand-
side management assume that customers are installed with home energy management
systems (HEMS) in their smart meters, i.e. an optimization software which is able to
help customers maximize their benefits such as minimizing their payment bills. For
instance, references [5, 30–32, 44, 48] propose different HEMS for customers to help
them deal with the dynamic pricing signals. Instead of focusing on the single level
customer-side optimization problems, references [9, 28, 33, 43, 45, 46, 49] deal with
how a retailer determines retail electricity prices based on the expected responses of
customers where they model the interactions between a retailer and its customers as a
Stackelberg game or bilevel optimization problem where HEMS are assumed to have
been installed for all customers.
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In contrast, [19] [29] investigate the electricity consumption behavior of customers
who have installed smart meters without HEMS embedded (C-SM). Even without
HEMS installed, these customers can easily get access to price information and their
electricity consumption data through smart meters, and are likely to respond to dy-
namic price signals. On the other hand, with smart meters and two-way communica-
tion, the retailer is able to identify each customer’s energy consumption patterns based
on history smart meter data. For instance, [19] presents a stochastic regression based
approach to predict the hourly electricity consumption of each residential customer
from historical smart meter data in the context of dynamic pricing. [29] proposes two
appliance-level electricity consumption behavior models for each customer in the con-
text of dynamic pricing with the premise that appliance-level electricity consumption
data at each hour can be disaggregated from household-level smart meter data using
non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NILM) [17].
In addition to C-HEMS and C-SM, it is also unavoidable that some customers do
not have smart meters installed (C-NONE). Therefore, these customers do not have di-
rect access to electricity prices 1 and their history consumption, and are more likely to
have a relatively low demand elasticity. On the other hand, without smart meters, the
retailer does not have accurate consumption data of each individual customer but only
the aggregated demand data of all customers. As a result, an aggregated demand model
is needed to forecast the total demand of C-NONE. Existing research on aggregated de-
mand modelling in the context of dynamic pricing include artificial intelligence based
approaches [21, 35, 47] and demand elasticity based approaches [15, 22, 26, 40].
Although the above and other unlisted studies have provided valuable insights on
how to model customers’ demand patterns in the context of dynamic pricing and smart
grids, they all consider scenarios where only one single type of customers exist. How-
ever, there will be situations when several types of customers with different level of
demand elasticity (e.g., C-HEMS, C-SM, and C-NONE) coexist in the market, espe-
1Although customers of this type could not receive price signals directly due to the unavailability of
smart meters, the electricity price information is usually open to the public through other sources (e.g., their
retailer’s website) and customers of this type might take advantage of this.
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cially during the transition phase of smart metering and smart grids (e.g., the smart
meter roll-out in UK is expected to finish by 2020 [2]). Considering customer seg-
mentation and differences in pricing has been extensively studied in retail sectors such
as broadband and mobile phone industry [14], but has not received much attention in
energy and power system sector mainly due to the flat price regulation in the electric-
ity retail market and lack of demand flexibility among customers. Nonetheless, with
the liberalization of retail market and the development of smart grids and demand side
management, situations start changing recently. For instance, the importance of consid-
ering customer segments has been demonstrated in some recent studies [13] [7]. More
specifically, the benefit of capturing different customer groups with distinctive energy
consumption patterns to the electricity tariff design was firstly described in [13]. Fur-
ther, [7] proposed an approach to group customers into different clusters (types) based
on their demand elasticity with the aim to design effective demand response programs.
When dealing with a customer pool consisting of different types of customers, the
aggregated demand behavior is a combination of behaviors from distinctive energy user
groups (e.g. C-HEMS, C-SM, and C-NONE considered in our paper) and will be very
complicated. For instance, there will be a lot of energy switch behaviors fromC-HEMS
and C-SM who are very sensitive to price changes (i.e. the demand would be an im-
plicit discontinuous function of prices) whereas the demand of C-NONE is much less
sensitive to price signals. Therefore, it is very difficult for existing demand modelling
approaches which are mainly developed for a single type of users to handle the compli-
cated demand behaviors of such a customer pool. To this end, in this paper we propose
a hybrid demand modelling approach by considering the behavior differences among
customers explicitly (i.e. customers of similar behavior patterns are categorized in the
same group). Our proposed approach, which captures more detailed utility information
of a mixed customer pool, can better reflect the demand behaviours in reality, and thus
provide more accurate and well-behavioural demand models for the retailer to make
right pricing decisions.
In terms of bilevel optimization, there are many existing solution methods such as
the commonly used single level reduction method which converts the bilevel problem
into a single level problem by replacing the lower level optimization problem with its
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Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions [24, 38]. However, for bilevel problems that
have non-convex and discontinuous lower level problems such as our considered hybrid
optimization+ machine learning problem with mixed (both integer and continuous)
decision variables, the above conventional bilevel methods are infeasible [38] due to the
unavailability of derivative information and the non-convexity of lower level problems.
In such cases, metaheuristic optimization methods such as genetic algorithms, which
are easy to implement and do not require derivative information, are often employed
and have been widely used in energy system modelling studies [6, 25, 34, 41]. In
addition, the intrinsic parallelism of genetic algorithms could be exploited in our future
investigations e.g. by developing parallel genetic algorithms based solutions to take
advantage of distributed and parallel computing facilities. To this end, in this paper we
propose a GA-based two-level solution framework to solve the problem in a distributed
and coordinated manner.
The main objective of this paper is to support the retailer to make best dynamic
pricing decisions in such a mixed customer pool which takes all different types of cus-
tomers (i.e., C-HEMS, C-SM, and C-NONE) into account at the same time. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to tackle such a realistic and meaning-
ful demand response problem by considering potential responses of different types of
customers. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
•We propose an integrated optimization+ learning to optimal dynamic pricing for
the retailer with a mixed customer pool by considering potential responses of different
types of customers.
•A genetic algorithm (GA) based two-level distributed pricing optimization frame-
work is proposed for the retailer to determine optimal electricity prices.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model framework is
presented in Section 2. An optimal home energy management system for C-HEMS is
given in Section 3 while two appliance-level learning models for C-SM are presented
in Section 4. In Section 5, an aggregated demand model for C-NONE is presented. A
pricing optimization model for the retailer is provided in Section 6 and GA based two-
level distributed pricing optimization algorithms are presented in Section 7. Numerical
results are presented in Section 8. This paper is concluded in Section 9.
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Figure 1: Two-level pricing optimization framework with the retailer and its customers.
2. System Model
In this paper, we consider a practical situation where a retailer serves three different
groups of customers (i.e., C-HEMS, C-SM, and C-NONE). The number of above three
groups of customers is denoted as N1, N2, and N3 respectively with the total number
of customers denoted as N = N1 + N2 + N3. The retailer procures electricity from
the wholesale market, and then determines optimal retail dynamic prices based on the
potential responses (when and how much is the energy consumption) of customers,
which can be cast as a two-level decision making framework. The above interactions
between the retailer and its customers is further depicted in Figure 1.
As aforementioned, at the customer-side, for C-HEMS, their installed HEMS rep-
resents some optimization software such as to minimize customers’ bills or maximize
their comforts. With the help of two-way communication infrastructure, the retailer is
able to know these customers’ energy consumption responses to dynamic price signals
by interactingwith the installed HEMS. As a result, for illustration purposes, we formu-
late the energy management optimisation problem for C-HEMS by modifying [28]. In
[28], we only consider shiftable and curtailable appliances where the scheduling prob-
lem of shiftable appliances is formulated as a linear program, and that of curtailable
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appliances is represented by a predefined linear demand function. However, in this pa-
per we consider three types of appliances (i.e. interruptible, non-interruptible and cur-
tailable appliances), with a more detailed problem formulation where the consumption
scheduling problems of interruptible and non-interruptible appliances are formulated
as integer programming problems, while that of curtailable appliances is formulated as
a linear program. Nevertheless, other existing HEMS methods such as [32][48] in the
literature should work equally well in this context.
For C-SM, they cannot always find the best energy usage scheduling without the
help of HEMS. However, with the help of non-intrusive appliance load monitoring
techniques (NILM) [17], hourly or even minutely appliance-level energy consumption
data of each appliance can be disaggregated from household-level smart meter data
with high accuracy. As a result, appliance-level energy consumption patterns of each C-
SM can be identified from history price and consumption data using machine learning
algorithms. To this end, we modify [29] to identify appliance-level energy consumption
patterns for each C-SM. More specifically, in this paper we have removed the price
elasticity of demand constraints considered in [29] for the learning model of curtailable
appliances to simplify the model implementation, as such constraints seem to make no
difference in this particular study.
For C-NONE, they usually manifest a relatively low demand elasticity due to lack
of direct access to real-time price signals. On the other hand, the retailer is unable to
know the accurate energy consumption information of each individual C-NONE. As
a result, to identify the electricity consumption patterns for the pool of C-NONE, an
aggregated demand model is needed. To this end, we adopt the approach proposed in
[26] to identify the aggregated energy consumption patterns of the whole C-NONE.
Different from [26], in this paper we have added a detailed analysis of the adopted
aggregated demand model such as its capability of ensuring a basic market behavior
and enabling the market operator or retailers to see the cross effect of usage switching.
At the retailer-side, with the demand modelling for different types of consumers
established, the pricing optimization problem for the retailer is formulated so as to
maximize its profit. Such a two-level interaction model with hybrid optimization (such
as integer programming for C-HEMS) and machine learning problems (such as proba-
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bilistic Bayesian learning) at the customer-side and a quadratic programming problem
at the retailer-side is non-convex and discontinuous. To this end, we propose a GA
based solution framework to solve the retailer-side and customer-side problems in a
distributed and coordinated manner.
It is worth mentioning that we mainly focus on the pricing optimization problem
from the perspective of retailer in this paper. As a result, the benefits of customers are
not discussed to depth in this specific study and readers are referred to our previously
published works for more information [28, 29] [26]. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the obtained optimal dynamic prices will be applied to all types of customers. A
possible extension to the present work is to introduce a differential pricing framework
for the retailer to offer individualized prices to each type of customers. However, to
determine the ‘right’ pricing strategies for different types of customers requires further
research and substantial numerical experiments, which is part of our future work.
3. HEMS Optimization Model for C-HEMS
In this section, we provide the mathematical representation of the optimization
model for customers with HEMS. We define N1 = {1, 2, ..., N1} as the set of such
consumers.
For each customer n ∈ N1, we denote the set of all the considered appliances as An,
interruptible appliances (e.g., electric vehicles) as In, non-interruptible appliances (e.g.,
washing machine) as NIn, and curtailable appliances (e.g., air conditioners) as Cn. As
a result, we have An = In ∪ NIn ∪ Cn. Since both interruptible and non-interruptible
appliances can be regarded as shiftable appliances, S n is used to represent such an
union set, i.e., S n = In ∪ NIn.
We defineH = {1, 2, ..., H}, where H is the scheduling horizon for appliance opera-
tions. Further, let ph denote the electricity price announced by the retailer at h ∈ H . For
each appliance a ∈ An, a scheduling vector of energy consumption over H is denoted
as xn,a = [x
1
n,a, ..., x
h
n,a, ..., x
H
n,a] where x
h
n,a ≥ 0 represents the n-th customer’s energy
consumption of appliance a at time h.
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3.1. Interruptible Appliances
For each interruptible appliance a ∈ In, the scheduling window for each appliance
a can be set by each customer according to his/her preference and is defined asHn,a ,
{αn,a, αn,a + 1, ..., βn,a}. Note that the operations of these appliances can be discrete,
i.e., it is possible to charge the EVs for one hour, then stop charging for one or several
hours and then complete the charging after that. It is further assumed that the appliances
consume a constant amount of energy (denoted as xratedn,a ) for each running time period.
Finally, the payment minimization problem of each interruptible appliance is mod-
elled as follows, which can be solved using existing integer linear programming solvers.
min JIn(a) = min
xhn,a
βn,a∑
h=αn,a
ph × xhn,a (1)
s.t.
βn,a∑
h=αn,a
xhn,a = En,a, (2)
xhn,a ∈ {0, x
rated
n,a },∀h ∈ Hn,a. (3)
Constraint (2) represents that, for each appliance a, the total energy consumption to
accomplish the operations within the scheduling window is fixed, which can be found
from the technical specification of the appliance and is denoted as En,a. Constraint (3)
represents that appliance a consumes a constant amount of energy for each running
time period, i.e., xratedn,a . Note that the actual running time period of an appliance a can
be derived from the vector of optimal energy consumptions, i.e. the appliance is ‘on’
at hour h if the corresponding optimal energy consumption is xratedn,a . Otherwise, the
appliance is ‘off’.
3.2. Non-interruptible Appliances
For each non-interruptible appliance a ∈ NIn, the scheduling window is defined as
Hn,a , {αn,a, αn,a+1, ..., βn,a}. Different from interruptible appliances, the operations of
each non-interruptible appliance must be continuous, i.e., once the appliance starts, it
must operate continuously till complete its task. Further, the appliances are assumed to
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consume a constant amount of energy (denoted as xratedn,a ) for each running time period.
The length of operations for each no-interruptible appliance is denoted as Ln,a.
Finally, the bill minimization problem of each non-interruptible appliance is mod-
elled as follows, which can be solved using existing integer linear programming solvers.
min JNIn(a) = min
δhn,a
βn,a∑
h=αn,a
ph × xratedn,a × δ
h
n,a (4)
s.t.
βn,a∑
h=αn,a
δhn,a = Ln,a, (5)
δhn,a ∈ {0, 1},∀h ∈ Hn,a, (6)
δ
αn,a−1
n,a = 0, (7)
δhn,a − δ
h−1
n,a ≤ δ
τ
n,a, τ = h, ..., h + Ln,a − 1;
∀h ∈ {αn,a, ..., βn,a − Ln,a + 1}. (8)
Constraint (5) represents that the total time required to accomplish the operations
of each non-interruptible appliance is predetermined and denoted as Ln,a. (6) indicates
that the decision variable is a 0/1 variable representing the on/off operations of the
appliance and (7) illustrates that the initial state of the appliance is ‘off’. (8) is adopted
to guarantee the continuous operations of the appliance.
3.3. Curtailable Appliances
For each curtailable appliance a ∈ Cn, we define the scheduling window Hn,a ,
{αn,a, αn,a + 1, ..., βn,a}. The key characteristics which make curtailable appliances fun-
damentally different from interruptible and non-interruptible appliances are: 1) their
energy demand cannot be postponed or shifted; 2) but their energy consumption level
can be adjusted.
In view of this, we define the energy consumption at time slot h for each curtailable
appliance xhn,a. The minimum acceptable and maximum affordable consumption levels,
which can be set in advance according to each individual customer’s preferences, are
defined as uh
n,a
and uhn,a respectively.
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Finally, the optimization problem of each curtailable appliance is proposed for each
customer to minimize his/her payment bill subject to an acceptable total energy con-
sumption, which can be solved via existing linear programming solvers.
minJCn(a) = min
xhn,a
βn,a∑
h=αn,a
ph × xhn,a (9)
s.t.
uh
n,a
≤ xhn,a ≤ u
h
n,a, (10)
βn,a∑
h=αn,a
xhn,a ≥ U
min
n,a . (11)
Constraint (10) enforces that the energy consumption at each time slot is within
the minimum acceptable consumption level uh
n,a
and maximum affordable consump-
tion level uhn,a. Constraint (11) indicates that for each curtailable appliance, there is a
minimum acceptable total energy consumption during the whole operation periods that
must be satisfied.
4. Appliance-level Learning Models for C-SM
For each customer n ∈ N2, we define the set of shiftable appliances S n and curtail-
able appliances Cn.
For notation simplicity, we use s to denote each shiftable appliance and c for each
curtailable appliance. Further, subscript n is omitted in the rest of this section.
4.1. Shiftable Appliances
Denote the scheduling window for each shiftable appliance s as Hs , {as, ..., bs},
where as is the earliest possible time to switch on the appliance s and bs is the latest
possible time to switch off. Let T s = bs − as + 1 denote the length of the scheduling
window for s. Assume the available historical smart data for appliance s are electricity
consumption scheduling vectors xs(d) = [x
as
s (d), x
as+1
s (d), ..., x
bs
s (d)] (d = 1, 2, ..., D),
where xhs(d) (h = as, as + 1, ..., bs) represents the electricity consumption during time
slot h by appliance s on day d. Suppose each shiftable appliance runs at a constant
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power rate, and the total running time and electricity taken for appliance s to accom-
plish the operations are denoted as Ls and Es respectively.
Based on the above historical data of a given customer showing when appliance
s has been used and the corresponding dynamic prices, the basic idea behind this
appliance-level learning model is to calculate the probabilities that appliance s was
used at the cheapest, second cheapest,..., or most expensive price. The above insights
can be represented as (12).
Psi (d) =
fi(d)
d
d = 1, 2, ...D (12)
where fi(d) represents the number of days when appliance s is used i-th cheapest within
the past d days. Note that the superscript s at the right hand side of the equation has
been omitted for notation simplicity. Let the current day be d and then fi(d) and P
s
i
(d)
can be derived based on historical data up to day d and (12) respectively.
Further, let δi(d+1) (taking value as 1 or 0) represent the probability that appliance
s is used i-th cheapest on day d + 1 and then it becomes a new piece of information
to be used to obtain Ps
i
(d + 1). As a result, (12) can be rewritten in a recursive way as
follows:
Ps
i
(d + 1) =
fi(d+1)
d+1
= Ps
i
(d) + 1
d+1
[δi(d + 1) − P
s
i
(d)].
(13)
The above recursive formula shows that when a new piece of information δi(d + 1)
is received, the updated probability, Ps
i
(d+ 1), is equal to the existing probability Ps
i
(d)
plus an adjusting term. The adjusting term includes the adjusting coefficient 1/(d + 1)
and the prediction error term [δi(d + 1) − P
s
i
(d)]. Recall that δi(d) only takes its value
as 1 or 0 in (13), which also means the cost (sum of hourly electricity prices) of each
possible operation schedule for appliance s is different with each other. However,
under some circumstances, many hourly prices are the same within a day and possibly
for many days, which could result in two or more operation schedules having the same
costs such that there are more than one i-th cheapest operation schedules. To overcome
such uncertainties in the price signals, a systematic framework for obtaining δi(d + 1)
under different cases is to be given below.
Firstly, suppose that there are in total k possible operation schedules for appliance
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s and the cost of each schedule (i.e. sum of the hourly prices) on day d + 1 is c j(d + 1)
where j = 1, ..., k is an unique index for each schedule. Secondly, c j(d + 1) is sorted
in an ascending order. For the cases where there are two or more schedules having the
same cost, these costs are treated as the order they appear in c j(d + 1) ( j = 1, ..., k). As
a result, the cost of m-th cheapest schedule can be denoted as rm(d + 1) (m = 1, ..., k).
Finally, when electricity prices and the usage data of each appliance are received at
the end of day d + 1, δi(d + 1) is calculated based on the following three cases.
• Case 1. s is not operated as the i-th cheapest schedule on day d + 1, then
δi(d + 1) = 0;
• Case 2. s is operated using the i-th cheapest schedule on day d + 1 with the cost
ri(d + 1) which satisfies ri(d + 1) , rm(d + 1) (∀m, m , i), then
δi(d + 1) = 1;
• Case 3. s is operated using the i-th cheapest schedule on day d + 1 with the cost
ri(d+1) but there are k0 additional operation schedules where rml (d+1) = ri(d+1) (l =
1, ..., k0), then
δi(d + 1) =
Ps
i
(d)
Ps
i
(d) +
∑k0
l=1
Psml (d)
.
Based on the above probabilistic usage model Ps
i
, the expected bill of each shiftable
appliance s on a given day can be calculated from the perspective of retailer as follows.
Bs =
∑
i
(
PCs
i
× Es/Ls × P
s
i
)
(14)
where PCs
i
denote the cost of i-th cheapest schedule PT s
i
on that given day.
Furthermore, the expected hourly energy consumption of each shiftable appliance
s can be calculated as follows.
ys,h =
∑
i
(
Es/Ls × P
s
i
× Ih
i,s
)
(15)
where Ih
i,s
is defined as follows:
Ihi,s =

1 if h ∈ PT s
i
0 if h < PT s
i
.
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4.2. Curtailable Appliances
The scheduling window of appliance c ∈ Cn is defined as Hc , {ac, ..., bc}. Let{
yc,h(d), p¯(d)
}
=
{
yc,h(d), [p
ac(d), ..., pbc(d)]
}
, d = 1, ..., D be the available historical
input-output data of an unknown demand function, where the input data p¯ = [pac(d), ...,
pbc(d)] represent the price signals during the scheduling windowHc on day d and the
output data yc,h(d) represent the energy consumption of appliance c at time slot h on
day d.
We use a linear demand function to model how a customer responds to dynamic
price signals when using curtailable appliances, which is formulated as follows.
yˆc,h = αc,h,0 + βc,h,ac p
ac
+ ... + βc,h,bc p
bc (16)
where yˆc,h represents the expected demand of appliance c at time h, p
h is the electricity
price at time slot h, αc,h,0, βc,h,ac , ..., βc,h,bc are the parameters to be identified.
In this paper, the least square is adopted to estimate model parametersβ = [αc,h,0, βc,h,ac ,
..., βc,h,bc], where the best estimates βˆ are obtained by solving (17).
βˆ = argmin
β
∑D
d=1
(
yc,h(d) − αc,h,0 − βc,h,ac pac (d) − ... − βc,h,bc pbc (d)
)2
. (17)
Finally, the expected hourly energy consumption of appliance c for a given day, de-
noted as yc,h, can be predicted based on the above established demand model. Further,
the expected daily bill of c on that day can be represented as Bc =
∑
h∈Hc
ph × yc,h.
5. Aggregated Demand Modelling for C-NONE
In this section, an aggregated demand model is proposed to identify the demand
patterns of C-NONE.
Suppose the electricity prices and aggregated consumption data for all C-NONE
in last D days are available. We define the electricity price vector on day d ∈ D ,
{1, ..., D} as p(d) =
[
p1(d), ..., ph(d), ..., pH(d)
]
where ph(d) represents the price at hour
h ∈ H on day d. Furthermore, we define the aggregated electricity consumption vector
on day d ∈ D as y(d) =
[
y1(d), ..., yh(d), ..., yH(d)
]
, where yh(d) represents the aggre-
gated consumption by all C-NONE at hour h.
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It is believed that the aggregated electricity demand of C-NONE at hour h not only
depends on the price at h but also on prices at other hours due to the cross effect of
usage switching [22] [26]. Therefore the aggregated demand model at hour h can be
expressed as follows:
yh = Rh(p
1, p2, ..., pH). (18)
As the mathematical form of Rh(·) is usually unknown, we need to find an estimated
demand function Rˆh(p
1, p2, ..., pH) that is as close to Rh(p
1, p2, ..., pH) as possible. For
this purpose, we use a linear demand function to represent Rˆh(p
1, p2, ..., pH) as follows.
Rˆh(p
1, p2, ..., pH) = αh + βh,1p
1
+ · · · + βh,h p
h
+ · · · + βh,H p
H . (19)
where βh,h is called the self or direct price elasticity of demand, which measures the
responsiveness of electricity demand at hour h to changes in the electricity price at h.
When the price at hour h increases but prices at other times remain unchanged, the
demand at hour h typically decreases, and thus the self-elasticity is usually negative
[22] (see (20)). βh,l (h , l) is the cross-price elasticity, which measures the responsive-
ness of the demand for the electricity at hour h to changes in price at some other hour
l , h. When the price of electricity at hour l increases but prices at other times remain
unchanged, some demand at hour l will typically be shifted to hour h, and therefore the
demand at hour h increases. Thus, cross elasticities are usually positive [22] (see (21)).
Furthermore, we consider an important necessary and sufficient condition (see (22))
for the electricity to be a demand consistent retail product to ensure that the proposed
demand model follows a normal market behavior. That is, when the overall market
price is decreased, the overall market demand should increase or remain unchanged.
βh,h < 0. (20)
βh,l > 0 if h , l. (21)
βh,h +
∑
l∈H ,l,h
βl,h ≤ 0 (22)
It should be emphasized that the important reasons behind using linear demand
models are: 1) As the prices of electricity are normally changing slowly with time, at a
given time, we only need to model the demand around a small price interval or locally.
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Since any non-linear behavior can be approximated well via a linear model locally,
it is the main reason that linear demand model is widely used in this research area
[26] [4] and selected in this work; 2) with conditions (20) - (22), it ensures the basic
market behavior that demands go down when prices go up and vice versa during the
pricing optimization. However, nonlinear demand models often fail to maintain this
basic market rule and could result in situations such as higher market prices leading
to higher usages. As a result, using such nonlinear demand models in the pricing
optimization could result in incorrect pricing for the retailer; 3) it enables the market
operator or retailers to see the cross effect of usage switching such as customers usually
only shift their usages to nearby hours but rarely to far away hours.
Finally, the demand model parameters βh,l, l = 1, ..., H can be identified by solving
the following optimization problem.
min
∑D
d=1
∑H
h=1 λ
(D−d)(αh + βh,1p1(d) + · · · + βh,H pH(d) − yh(d))2
subject to (20), (21), and (22).
(23)
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is the forgetting factor which exponentially discounts the influence
of old data and therefore the model will catch up the behavior change of customers
with time. (23) is a quadratic programming problem and can be solved using existing
solvers.
6. Pricing Optimization for the Retailer
From this section, we restart using the subscript n in all of the following mathemat-
ical representations, which has been omitted in Section 4.
We define a cost function Ch(Lh) to represent the retailer’s cost of providing Lh
electricity to all customers at each hour h ∈ H . We make the same assumption as [31]
that the cost function Ch(Lh) is convex increasing in Lh, which is designed as follows.
Ch(Lh) = ahL
2
h + bhLh + ch (24)
where ah > 0 and bh ≥ 0, ch ≥ 0 for each hour h ∈ H .
We denote the minimum price (e.g., the wholesale price) that the retailer can offer
as pmin
h
and the maximum price (e.g., the retail price cap due to retail market competi-
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tion and regulation) as pmax
h
. As a result, we have:
pminh ≤ p
h ≤ pmaxh . (25)
A maximum energy supply at each time slot, denoted as Emax
h
, is imposed on the
retailer to respect the power network capacity. Thus, we have
Eh =
∑
n∈N1
∑
a∈An
xhn,a +
∑
n∈N2
( ∑
s∈S n
yn,s,h +
∑
c∈Cn
yn,c,h
)
+ Rˆh(p
1, p2, ..., pH) ≤ Emax
h
,∀h ∈ H
(26)
Due to the retail market regulation, we add the revenue constraint to ensure a suf-
ficient number of low price periods and thus to improve the acceptability of retailer’s
pricing strategies. That is, there exists a total revenue cap, denoted as REmax, for the
retailer. Thus, we have the following constraint 2:
RE =
∑
h∈H
ph ×
∑
n∈N1
∑
a∈An
xhn,a +
∑
n∈N2
(
∑
s∈S n
Bn,s+
∑
c∈Cn
Bn,c) +
∑
h∈H
ph × Rˆh(p
1, p2, ..., pH) ≤ REmax
(27)
Finally, the profit maximization problem for the retailer to optimize the electricity
prices for the next day is modelled as follows:
max
ph
{
RE −
∑
h∈H
Ch(Eh)
}
subject to constraints (25), (26), and (27).
(28)
7. GA based Solution Algorithms to the above Two-level Model
7.1. Solution Framework
As the proposed two-level pricing optimization problem consisting of the profit
maximization problem for the retailer and integrated optimization+ learning based de-
mand modelling problems for customers is non-convex, non-differentiable and discon-
tinuous, it is intractable for conventional non-linear optimization methods. As a result,
2It should be highlighted that such a revenue cap is necessary for the pricing optimization. Since the
electricity is the basic necessity in daily life and fundamentally less elastic, without such a revenue cap, a
retailer could lift its profit significantly by increasing its prices aggressively. However, such a pricing strategy
will anger customers and could lead to political consequences [1]. For such a reason, the revenue cap which
basically is the total customers’ bill cap is necessary to ensure the sensible pricing strategy for a retailer.
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we adopt a genetic algorithm (GA) based solution methods to solve the problems for
retailer and its customers in a distributed and coordinated manner.
In our proposed genetic algorithms, binary encoding and deterministic tournament
selection without replacement is adopted. For the crossover and mutation operations,
we employ uniform crossover and bit flip mutation respectively. The constraints are
handled by the approach proposed in [11]. Readers are referred to [28] for more details
on our adopted GA.
Finally, the GA based distributed pricing optimization framework are given in Al-
gorithm 1. Moreover, the optimal home energy management algorithm for C-HEMS is
given in Algorithm 2. The appliance-level learning algorithms for C-SM is presented in
Algorithm 3. For C-NONE, the retailer could directly use the established demandmod-
els presented in Section 5 to forecast customers’ consumptions. It is worth mentioning
that at the end of each day, the established demand models of C-SM and C-NONE will
be updated based on the newly available prices and usages data of that day. At the end,
the optimal dynamic prices are found for the retailer.
Algorithm 1 GA based pricing optimization algorithm to (28) executed by the retailer
1: Population initialization by generating a population of PN chromosomes ran-
domly; each chromosome represents a strategy (i.e. prices over H) of the retailer.
2: for i=1 to PN do
3: The retailer announces strategy i to customers.
4: Receive the responsive demand from n ∈ N1 ∪ N2 (i.e., Algorithm 2 and 3).
In addition, the responsive demands from C-NONE are estimated based on the
aggregated demand model proposed in Section 5.
5: Fitness evaluation and constraint handling [11] to satisfy constraints (25 - 27).
6: end for
7: A new generation are created by using deterministic tournament selection without
replacement, uniform crossover and bit flip mutation.
8: Steps 2-7 are repeated until the stopping condition is reached and the retailer an-
nounces final prices to all the customers.
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Algorithm 2 HEMS executed by each smart meter for C-HEMS
1: Receive the price signals from the retailer via smart meter.
2: The smart meter schedules energy consumption based on prices by solving opti-
mization problems in Section 3.
3: The smart meter only sends back the aggregated hourly demand of the household
to retailer via the two-way communication infrastructure.
Algorithm 3 Appliance-level learning executed by each smart meter for C-SM
1: Receive the price signals from the retailer via smart meter.
2: The smart meter calculates the expected hourly energy consumption and daily bill
payment of each appliance based on the learning models proposed in Section 4.
3: The smart meter sends back aggregated hourly demand and daily bill information
of the household to the retailer via the two-way communication infrastructure.
7.2. Computational Aspects of the Model
The considered bilevel model has a hierarchical structure where the retailer acting
as the upper level agent and customers acting as decentralized lower level agents (for
C-NONE, the problem is solved directly at the retailer side). The subsequent proposed
solution framework solves the problem in a distributed and coordinated manner, where
the retailer determines the prices first and then customers (C-HEMS and C-SM) simul-
taneously determines their consumptions based on the price signal. Since each cus-
tomer (C-HEMS and C-SM) is equipped with a smart meter which is assumed to have
the computational capacity to solve its own consumption scheduling problem indepen-
dently and simultaneously when receiving the price signal, it is believed that increasing
the customer number does not increase the total computation time significantly. Sim-
ilar conclusions have been reported in [33] where a simulated annealing algorithm is
adopted to solve their upper level pricing optimization problem with independent cus-
tomers. In addition, a similar solution procedure as ours where the upper level problem
is firstly evaluated via metaheuristic optimization algorithms and the lower level prob-
lem is tackled via standard solvers (e.g., integer programming and linear programming
solvers) has been recently reported in [16] and been proved to be effective in solving
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large scale bi-level problems.
Although promising, it should be noted that bilevel optimization problems are gen-
erally difficult to solve (e.g., for the simplest case where both upper and lower level
problems are linear programs, it is proved to be NP-hard [8]) and might face scala-
bility issues in solving very large scale problems. One possible solution to overcome
the scalability issues is to find good initial solutions for the problem by utilizing and
learning from historical data using machine learning algorithms, which can therefore
greatly reduce the number of iterations needed. For instance, in our considered bilevel
problem, due to the daily pricing practice, there are many historical data of past daily
prices and customer responses (consumptions). By going through these data at the re-
tailer side, some approximated optimal prices can be found, which can be chosen as
starting points for GA. As a result, the optimal prices for the next day are likely to be
found within a smaller number of iterations.
8. Simulation Results
In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the proposed pricing optimiza-
tion model with different types of customers. Ideally, we would use observed data from
relevant trials in the simulations, however, not all of them are available. As a result, for
those data which are publicly available (e.g., the electricity price and demand data used
for the aggregated demand modelling [3]), relevant links/references have been cited in
the text. For those data which are not publicly available, we will simulate the required
data (e.g., the dynamic electricity price and consumption response data at the appliance
level used for customer behaviour learning model for C-SM) or provide the required
data directly in the paper (e.g., the parameter settings of appliances for the C-HEMS
models).
8.1. Simulation Set-up
We simulate a neighbourhood consisting of one retailer and three different types
of customers (i.e., C-HEMS, C-SM, C-NONE) where the total number of customers
is set to 100. It is assumed that each customer has 5 appliances: EV, dishwasher,
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Table 1: Parameters for each interruptible appliance
Appliance Name Ea Ha x
rated
n,a
Dishwasher 1.8kWh 8PM-7AM 1kWh
PHEV 10kWh 7PM-7AM 2.5kWh
Table 2: Parameters for each non-interruptible appliance
Appliance Name Ea Ha x
rated
n,a La
Washing machine 2kWh 8AM-9PM 1kWh 2hrs
Clothes Dryer 3kWh 8PM-6AM 1.5kWh 2hrs
Table 3: Parameters for each curtailable appliance
Appliance Name Umina Ha u
h
a
u
h
a
Air-conditioner 18kWh 12PM-12AM 1kWh 2kWh
washing machine, clothes dryer and air conditioner. Further, a fixed amount (0.05
kWh) of background consumption at each hour is considered for each household. The
scheduling window is set from 8AM to 8AM (the next day). It is worth mentioning
that customers are assumed to be homogeneous due to hardware constraints with the
aim to simply the model implementation process. For details on how to implement a
similar kind of model with heterogeneous customers, readers are referred to [33].
The parameter settings for HEMS optimization models of C-HEMS are given in
Tables 1 2 3. Despite an extensive search, however, we have not found any publicly
available real-world data for real-time prices and consequence demand response at the
individual appliance level, data which are required for our simulation for C-SM. As a
result, the historical usage data used in appliance-level customer behavior learning for
shiftable appliances in C-SM are generated by tuning HEMS optimization models with
waiting time costs [29] whereas the historical usage data for identifying the demand
model of curtailable appliances are simulated based on Section 3.3. For C-NONE,
the aggregated demand model is learned from history electricity price data and down-
Table 4: Parameter settings of GA
Parameter Name Symbol Values
Chromosome Length Lg 10 × 24
Population Size PN 300
Mutation Probability Pg 0.005
Termination Generation Tg 300
scaled energy consumption data (i.e., daily consumption of each household is scaled
down to the same amount as C-HEMS and C-SM) between 1 January 2012 and 21
December 2012 of ISO New England [3]. For the retailer, the maximum price and
minimum price at each hour are set to 6.00 cents and 14.00 cents respectively. Further,
the parameters of GA are set as Table 4. More specifically, the chromosome length Lg
is determined based on the value range (i.e. [6.00 cents, 14.00 cents] in our study) and
precision requirement (i.e. two digits after the decimal point) of each decision variable
ph, h = 1, 2, ...24. Since there are in total (14.00 − 6.00)/0.01 = 800 possible values
for each variable ph, at least 10 binary bits (29 < 800 and 210 > 800) are needed to
satisfy the precision requirement of each variable. Therefore, the chromosome, which
represents a vector of 24 decision variables, needs to be (at least) 240 binary bits long
[28]. To set the mutation rate Pg, we start with the standard mutation rate setting (i.e.
1/Lg ≈ 0.0042 in our study), and finally find that a mutation rate of 0.005 works well
for our problem. For the population size, which usually increases with the problem
size (dimensions), we start with the setting used in [11] (i.e. the population size is
set to 10 multiplied by the problem dimension – 240 in our study), and finally find
that a population size of 300 works well for our problem. Considering the problem
complexity, the termination generation is set to 300 to ensure sufficient evolutions of
the GA.
8.2. Results and Analysis
The simulations are implemented in the Matlab R2016b software environment on
a 64 bit Linux PC with Intel Core i5-6500T CPU @ 2.50GHz and 16 GB RAM.
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Table 5: Combinations of different types of customers for pricing optimization
Case study number C-HEMS C-SM C-NONE
1 0 0 100
2 0 30 70
3 0 100 0
4 30 70 0
5 100 0 0
6 50 30 20
7 0 70 30
8 70 30 0
9 30 60 10
10 20 30 50
We implement the proposed pricing optimization under each case study listed in
Table 5 where the evolution processes of GA are shown in Figure 2. The revenue, cost
and profit of the retailer as well as the CPU computation time under different case stud-
ies are given in Table 6. Note that for case studies where C-HEMS and C-SM coexist
(C-NONE are directly handled at the retailer side), the energy consumption problems
of C-HEMS and C-SM under each retailer’s pricing strategy are solved sequentially
in this paper, which leads to a CPU time of around 2000 seconds. However, since in
real applications customers’ energy consumption problems are tackled simultaneously
by each smart meter in parallel, the total computation time is only constrained by the
customers energy consumption problem with the highest computation time and will be
much shorter (i.e. around 1000 seconds for C-HEMS in this study). It is also worth
mentioning that our proposed optimal dynamic pricing for the retailer is updated every
24 hours, and therefore the solution method is sufficiently fast for this purpose.
In addition, it can be found from Table 6 that, if all customers are C-SM, the profit
of retailer will be $120.12 compared with that of $92.12 under 100% C-NONE. In ad-
dition, the profit of retailer can be further increased to $124.05 if all customers become
C-HEMS. The above results show that, without increasing its revenue, the retailer can
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Figure 2: The evolution process of GA with different penetration rates of smart meter and HEMS.
Table 6: Comparison of revenue, cost and profit of the retailer as well as the CPU computation time under
different case studies
Case study number Revenue ($) Cost ($) Profit ($) CPU time (s)
1 350 257.88 92.12 9
2 350 249.25 100.75 838
3 350 229.88 120.12 853
4 350 228.89 121.11 2015
5 350 225.95 124.05 1013
6 350 233.47 116.53 1999
7 350 238.14 111.86 838
8 350 227.20 122.80 2013
9 350 231.60 118.40 2010
10 350 242.99 107.01 1997
actually gain more profit with the installation of smart meters and HEMS in households,
which indicates that the retailers are likely to have strong motivations to participate in
and promote the proposed pricing based demand response programs.
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Furthermore, the optimized electricity prices under several selected case studies are
shown in Figure 3 where the corresponding energy consumption of customers are plot-
ted in Figure 4. It can be found from Figures 3 4 that, compared with that of C-NONE,
the demands of C-HEMS and SM are more responsive to prices, and are effectively
shifted from peak-demand periods (higher prices) to off-peak demand periods (lower
prices). In the case where 3 different types of customers co-exist, the resulted prices
and demands exhibit a mixed and synthesized behavior. For instance, the demand of a
mixed pool of customers under Case 6 is still responsive to price signals but less sensi-
tive than that of C-HEMS (Case 3). In other words, in a realistic scenario like Case 6,
our proposed pricing optimization model can generate profitable electricity prices for
the retailer and lead to a reasonable consumption behavior for customers.
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Figure 3: Optimal prices for different case studies.
8.3. Emerging Scenarios with PV Generation and Energy Storage
In the following, we consider the availability of PV generation for all types of
customers (e.g., C-HEMS, C-SM, C-NONE) and also battery energy storage for C-
HEMS. The pricing optimization for the retailer under such emerging scenarios are
investigated in this subsection.
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Figure 4: Electricity demand of customers under different case studies.
Suppose that a forecast of PV generation is known as a prior at the beginning of
each day. It is further assumed that PV generation will be firstly used by customers
whereas any surplus will be sold back to the grid at same retail price of that time.
The PV generation data used in this simulation is adopted from [48]. Furthermore,
the revenue cap imposed on the retailer is reduced accordingly from $350 to $270 due
to the availability of PV generation and therefore the reduction of energy demand of
customers. In addition, we assume that C-HEMS use energy storage for price arbitrage
to minimize their energy cost. The energy storage model is adopted from [48] and
we consider perfect charging and discharging, i.e., the charging/discharging efficiency
factor is equal to 1. The battery capacity is considered as 10 kWh and the maximum
amount of energy to be charged/discharged in each time period is constrained to 2 kWh.
Furthermore, the initial and final state of charge (SoC) are set to 80% (i.e., 8 kWh in this
simulation). Note that a full battery energy storage model considering self-discharging
and degradation [42] is out of scope of this paper.
The impact of PV penetration on the retailer is investigated under case studies
shown in Table 5, where the simulation results can be found in Table 7. Compared
with those in Table 6, we can see that the retailer achieves similar profit levels (i.e.,
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Table 7: Comparison of revenue, cost and profit of the retailer under different case studies with PV generation
Case study number Revenue ($) Cost ($) Profit ($)
1 270 198.64 71.36
3 270 170.66 99.34
5 270 167.29 102.71
6 270 174.63 95.37
Table 8: Comparison of revenue, cost and profit of the retailer under C-HEMS with PV and energy storage
Scenario Revenue ($) Cost ($) Profit ($)
C-HEMS with PV and storage (no selling back) 270 145.45 124.55
C-HEMS with PV and storage (selling back) 270 124.98 145.02
ratio of profit to revenue). The above finding indicates that the profit of retailer is not
significantly influenced by the penetration of PV generation.
Additionally, we study the impact of battery energy storage on the retailer where
customers are C-HEMS.We consider two scenarios for C-HEMS (i.e., with/without the
capability of selling electricity back to the grid) where the profits of retailer are given
in Table 8. The above results reveal two-fold findings: 1) the retailer can improve its
profit with the energy storage penetration in households; 2) the retailer could gain even
more profit if customers (C-HEMS) have the capability of selling electricity back to the
grid. To be more specific, with battery energy storage, customers will have the demand
flexibility where some electricity can be bought at cheap price time periods before-
hand and stored in the energy storage units for use in high price periods. As dynamic
prices reflect wholesale prices, the purchase cost of the retailer for such electricity in
the wholesale market will also be low. Without increasing its revenue, the retailer can
increase its profit. In addition, if customers can sell electricity back to the grid, the en-
ergy storage charging/discharging operations are no longer constrained by the amount
of electricity customers actually use (i.e. the energy storage units charge/discharge at
higher power rates), which gives customers more demand flexibility. Thus, more elec-
tricity can be bought at cheap price time periods beforehand, which on the other hand
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leads to a lower wholesale electricity purchase cost for the retailer. As a result, without
increasing its revenue, the retailer can gain even more profit. Furthermore, the opti-
mized prices and corresponding storage operations and appliance consumption profiles
in the above two scenarios are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. It can be easily found out
that the customers with capacity of selling back electricity often charge/discharge the
battery at maximum rate in order to take full advantage of price arbitrage to minimize
their energy bills.
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Figure 5: Storage operation and appliance consumption profile of one household (no selling back).
8.4. Solution Algorithms Comparison
In general, algorithms to solve bilevel problems can be approximated categorized
into three groups: iterative algorithms based on the definitions of bilevel/Stackelberg
equilibriums (e.g.,[27]), KKT based classical mathematical optimization algorithms
(i.e. KKT based single level reduction) and GA type of metaheuristic algorithms [38].
In this subsection, we conduct further simulations to compare our GA based solution
algorithm with the other two types of algorithms.
Firstly, we compare GA with a two-step iterative algorithm [27] on selected rep-
resentative case studies listed in Table 5. Same as our GA based solution method,
the iterative algorithm is also working in a distributed manner that the retailer and cus-
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Figure 6: Storage operation and appliance consumption profile of one household (selling back).
tomers solve their optimization problems sequentially. The description of the algorithm
in the context of our problem setting is given as follows: (1) find an initial feasible price
vector for the retailer; (2) given a price vector announced by the retailer, each customer
solves their energy consumption problem and obtains optimal energy consumption in
response to the price vector; (3) the retailer receives energy consumptions of all cus-
tomers and treats them as known parameters in the profit maximization model Eq. (28).
Therefore, Eq. (28) becomes a linear programming problem, from solving which the
retailer obtains a new price vector; (4) If the previous two price vectors satisfy the ter-
mination criterion (i.e. prices are close enough), the best solution is recorded and the
algorithm is terminated; otherwise, go to step (2).
The solutions obtained by GA and the iterative algorithm are reported in Table 9.
Note that the reported results of the iterative algorithm are based on the best initial con-
ditions among several attempts for each case study. From the results, we can find that
GA outperforms the iterative algorithm in all cases. It is also observed that the iterative
algorithm performs worst in the case where customers are all C-HEMS (mathemati-
cal optimization models at the lower level) whereas it performs best in the case where
customers are all C-NONE (analytical electricity demand functions at the lower level).
The above can explained by the fact that the iterative algorithm is a local search based
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Table 9: Comparison of GA with the iterative algorithm
Case study number
GA Iterative algorithm
Revenue Profit Revenue Profit
1 350 92.12 350 89.98
3 350 120.12 350 80.05
5 350 124.05 350 73.48
6 350 116.53 350 80.50
heuristic and is more likely to be trapped in the local minima, especially for more com-
plex problems. Instead, GA is a population based meta-heuristic algorithm with global
search characteristics and has more chances to find the global optimal/near-optimal
solutions.
Secondly, we are also interested in knowing how good solutions that our proposed
GA could achieve compared with theoretical optimal or near-optimal solutions, which
are usually obtained by classical mathematical optimization methods such as KKT
based single level reduction method. It should be noted that the KKT based method
solves the bilevel model in a centralized manner at the retailer’s side, by which it as-
sumes that an optimistic bilevel model is adopted, i.e. customers are always expected
to make decisions that lead to the best possible profit of the retailer [38]. Clearly, the
above assumption is strong and therefore the best solutions obtained by the KKT based
centralized method (given that the real optimums are attained) are deemed to be better
than solutions obtained by distributed solution methods considering game behaviours
between the retailer and customers such as our GA based distributed method. Since
the KKT based method requires a well-defined convex and continuous lower level op-
timization problem, it cannot be directly used to solve our bilevel model. To make
the comparisons achievable, we modify our bilevel model such that only C-HEMS are
considered at the lower level problem. In addition, the integer linear programming
problems of interruptible and non-interruptible appliances of C-HEMS are modified to
linear programs. Finally, the modified bilevel model has a lower level with only linear
programming problems and the KKT based method is implemented in Matlab with the
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Table 10: Comparison of GA with KKT based single level reduction method
Test problem Customer profiles 3
Number of lower
level decision variables
GA KKT
Profit Profit Optimality gap
1 1 63 124.05 124.05 0.0000%
2 1- 2 131 96.76 96.80 0.0000%
3 1- 3 221 127.47 127.53 0.0036%
4 1- 4 296 135.98 135.96 0.0281%
5 1- 5 351 141.62 141.58 0.0344%
6 1- 6 460 134.19 133.74 0.4142%
assistance of YALMIP toolbox [23].
In this particular simulation, we consider six different model instances (customer
profiles) of the relaxed C-HEMS model, which are named from C-HEMS-1 to C-
HEMS-6 respectively. Except for the first customer profile (C-HEMS-1) which is di-
rectly adapted from Tables 1 2 3, the other five customer profiles are generated by
adding random numbers to the above settings. Finally, we compare GA with KKT
based method on six test problems as shown in Table 10 . For all the test problems, GA
uses the same settings as Table 4. For KKT based method, we set the relative optimal-
ity gap of solvers to 0.01% and also a large amount of computation time to achieve as
best solutions as possible to provide a reliable benchmark.
The simulation results are reported in Table 10, from which we can find that for rel-
atively small-scale test problems such as problems 1-3, KKT based centralized method
could achieve the theoretic optimums or very close optimums with a small optimality
gap. On the other side, GA based distributed solution method can attain the theoretic
optimum for test problem 1 and could also achieve solutions close to theoretic opti-
mums for test problems 2-3. For larger-scale problems such as test problems 4-6, KKT
based centralized method could not achieve an optimality gap of 0.01% within rea-
sonably large computation times (the computation time limit is set to 12000 seconds)
3The numbers 1 to 6 represents C-HEMS-1, C-HEMS-2, ... C-HEMS-6 respectively.
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and only near optimums are attained. It is also observed that our GA based solution
method could achieve actually better near optimums than KKT based solution method
on these large scale test problems. As a result, from the above comparisons of GA with
the iterative algorithm and KKT based single level reduction method on different test
cases, it is reasonable to conclude that our proposed GA are good enough and efficient
in solving the proposed bilevel model.
It is also worth pointing out that the proposedGA based distributed solution method
is also a feasible and effective solution for the realistic cases of energy pricing problem
where there may be up to a few millions of customers. The reason is that, by simply
distributing the computing of all customers’ best responses to the retailer’s prices to a
small number (saying a few hundreds) of cloud computing devices in which each device
computes the best responses of a group of customers (saying a couple of thousands),
the corresponding cloud/parallel computing enables the time needed for computing all
customers’ best responses being largely similar to the time needed for computing of
each group of customers. In other words, the proposed GA based solution method
enables the parallel computing and leads to the feasibility and effectiveness for the
realistic cases of energy pricing with a large number of customers. This is in contrast
with the complexity of KKT based optimization algorithms in the same cases, for which
it requires the centralised computing with multi-millions of constraints in order to find
the feasible and optimal prices. As for the definition based iterative algorithms, the
local optimization feature of such algorithms makes it much weaker option compared
with our proposed approach.
9. Conclusion
In this paper, we study the dynamic pricing optimization problem in a realistic
scenario consisting of one retailer and three different types of customers (C-NONE,
C-SM, and C-HEMS). The interactions between retailer and customers are treated as
a two-level decision-making framework. Firstly, we propose an integrated optimiza-
tion+ machine learning based demand modelling framework for customers. Secondly,
we propose a profit-maximization based dynamic pricing model for the retailer sub-
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ject to realistic market constraints. Finally, GA based distributed pricing optimization
algorithms are proposed to tackle the above two-level decision making problems. Sim-
ulation results indicate that our proposed pricing optimization model and solution al-
gorithms are feasible and effective. However, to understand the computational aspect
of bilevel problems and their solution algorithms thoroughly, much work remains to be
done. In our future work, we plan a separate, dedicated contribution on that subject
considering both our and more generalized bilevel problems, by taking advantage of
e.g., machine learning algorithms and distributed and parallel computational facilities.
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